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Summary. The purpose of this review is first, to establish so far as is possible, by collecting for the first time all the evidence, how the reader of Latin poetry in antiquity understood the varied oddities of syntax borrowed more or less directly from the Greek language. These usages were classified under the term *figura Graeca*. The second purpose is to show how modern scholars, when reluctant to follow antiquity in this issue, treat syntactical grecisms, and then to compare their approach with that of the Romans themselves. From time to time modern philologists either ignore or seek an alternative to the ancient explanations. They have created evolutionary models which rely heavily on the modern concept of grammatical analogy (which gives rise to the term 'partial grecism') and on the bilingualism of Romans. I will urge that we should up to a point try to respect ancient opinion, because at bottom it was developed out of the Romans’ own feel for propriety in their language. A sense was instilled in Roman readers by their teachers of the difference between poetic syntax and what was in normal use, either spoken or written. One of the means of differentiation was the use of the term *figura Graeca*. Modern attempts to find analogies for unusual syntax within Latin rather than pure grecisms in effect dilute the exoticism which the Romans found in the syntax they believed to be entirely borrowed.

Lucretius notoriously complained of dearth in his native language, (1.832, 3.260 *patrii sermonis egestas*). What as a philosopher he probably missed most was an established technical terminology. But perhaps as a poet too, with his eye upon his Greek models, he will have regretted the
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1 He did so, however, in the first passage in a way that rather drew attention to the richness of the Latin vocabulary, at least in words denoting everyday activities like speaking.
sheer ductility of the Greek language, its more flexible word order, its
delight in compound words and coinages, its varied syntax. The Latin he
used was altogether less malleable, and one of the tasks which the Roman
poets of his and later generations clearly set themselves was the improve-
ment of the language in point of suppleness. One device they employed
now goes by the generic name of grecism (spelling of the word varies).
There are several distinct species of grecism; I will briefly mention a few
which will not detain us, though they have a bearing on the issue of
borrowing as a whole. We shall focus upon the most complex of the
manifestations of the usage, the syntactical borrowings.

First come the lexical grecisms, borrowed Greek words. In some cases,
the reason for the loan is clear: Lucretius called the famous wooden horse
of Troy *durateus* at 1.476, because that was the word Homer had used at
*Od.* 8.493, 512, and so he evoked the epic tradition with a word that the
native *ligneus*, used at 4.1153 and 6.1059, could not have done (Bailey
(1949: ad loc.) says the use is gratuitous, a failure of imagination (cf. Sedley
p. 239)). It would be interesting to know why Virgil chose but once at E.
10.52 to use *spelaea*; Servius, who notes many such lexical grecisms in
Virgil, remarks: *Graece ait pro speluncis*. As a verbal experiment it failed
to catch on, though it was picked up by that industrious magpie, the author
of the *Ciris* at 467. Some borrowed words can prove to be well worth
remark; *gyros*, for instance, which is rare enough in Greek, was adopted
by Romans, because *circu(m)itia* and many of the oblique cases of *circulus*
were unsuitable to the dactylic hexameter. What is remarkable is that the
Romans, especially the poets, worked this loan-word very hard and gave
it a range of meanings apparently unknown to Greek (we may compare
the articles on the word in the *OLD* and in *LSJ*). But verbal grecisms had
to be deployed with discretion; Dr Sedley discusses in this collection
Lucretius' scruples on this point. Horace, it may also be noted, did not
approve of the mixture of Greek words in the Latin context of the satires
of Lucilius (S. 1.10.20–30), evidence of the growth of purism, *Latinitas*,
among some writers. This has a bearing upon syntactical borrowings.

The next type of grecism to be noticed is the morphological. Greek
inflections of proper names deserve careful attention, because poets had
varying practices in their use of Greek terminations. Horace, as Bentley
pointed out in his note on *Epode* 17.17, affected a transmarine elegance
in his lyrics, but prefered native terminations as stylistically appropriate in
his iambic and hexameter poems. In the post-Augustan poets there was a
tendency to favour Greek inflections for proper names over the Latin
(though here we have to reckon with problems of transmission). Statius
provides abundant evidence of this fashion.

A third type, less usually recognized in discussions, deserves to be
included in this brief overview, namely grecisms of word order. Greek poets departed from the spoken norm in the placement of conjunctions and prepositions, and the Romans most under their influence introduced the practice into their poems. The postponement of co-ordinating conjunctions is always recognized as a borrowed practice, e.g. by Kroll (1922) on Catull. 51.9 *lingua sed torpet* and 64.93 *funditus atque imis exarsit tota medullis* (cf. Pfeiffer on Callim. 260.55), by Norden in his commentary on Aen. VI, p. 402 and by Harrison on A. 10.372–3 *fidie ne pedibus.* But there are refinements upon this practice, seen for instance in the anastrophe of the comparative particles *ut* and *ceu.* Greek allows this with *ως* but we do not find it in Latin before Horace, and then remarkably in a satire, a genre often reckoned to be closer in style to spoken Latin: S. 1.3.89 *captius ut.* When it occurs in Virgil, as at A. 2.355 *lupi ceu,* Servius sorts out the unusual word order for his readers. Wackernagel (1926: i.11) reckoned that Virgil imitated Greek, *λόγοι ως.* Perhaps the most characteristically Greek word order to have been adopted was the anastrophe of a monosyllabic preposition, which was followed by a genitive dependent on the transposed noun; this artificial word order is even found in the *Annals* of Tacitus, a point to bear in mind, for as we shall see, historical prose was felt to be entitled to the sort of grecism which this essay will chiefly be concerned with. Euripides is fond of this word order, and the first to use it in Latin is that great experimenter Cicero (*Arat. 201 parte ex Aquilonis!*) The usage is extended by Lucretius at 3.49 *conspexit ex hominum,* 1088 *tempore de mortis* and 6.1265 *silanos ad aquarum* (there is even *viam per* in the previous line). Virgil is apparently rather restrained in his use of the licence: E. 8.59 *aerii specula de montis,* G. 4.333 *thalamo sub fluminis alti* (we are in the narrative portion of the book, the Aristaeus epyllion), A. 7.234 *fata per Aeneae.* So much then for some features of Latin poetic style that are reckoned to be owed to imitation of the Greeks.

We will from now on focus upon the more difficult avenue of grecizing, syntactical borrowing; this type from time to time entails lexical loan-shifts (called calques) as well. (But the syntactical grecisms that appear to be

---

² See K–G ii.179 note 1.
³ See Hofmann–Sánty (1965: 216), where Greek influence is acknowledged, and Nipperdey–Andresen on Tac. *Ann.* 3.72. There is a still useful list of Tacitean grecisms in Boetticher (1830 C-CII). Cf. p. 266 below.
⁴ See Platnauer on *IT* 1460 and add Bond on *HF* 527; for *ex* see *TLL* v.2.1130.56. For another of his verbal experiments see footnote 36.
⁵ This collocation is unnoticed by Gudeman in *TLL* v.1.42.75–6, but cf. ibid. 52.17.
⁶ For that see Bailey (1949: i.107), but he does not specifically note the kind to which attention has just been drawn, and anyway regards the practice as due chiefly to metrical convenience. This is important, for Bailey was inclined to minimize the poet’s debt to Greek style. It is odd that Catullus appears not to have adopted the practice.
due to direct translation of a Greek model, such as we find at G. 3.232
**irasce in cornua**, derived from Eur. *Ba*. 742, will not here concern us.) The
origin of the Roman notion of syntactical grecism cannot now be recov-
ered. We may speculate that it developed in the line-by-line exposition
(*praelectio*) of contemporary poetic texts by *grammatici* like Q. Caecilius
Epirota, who first expounded Virgil and the 'new poets' in the early
principate, according to Suetonius (*Gram*. 16.3, with Kaster's
commentary). However that may be, a form of doctrine appears at its
earliest in Quintilian, who drew attention to syntactical grecism in his
general discussion of *figurae* (*Inst*. 9.3.17). We notice at once a character-
istic approach to the phenomenon: the Romans dealt with it as a part of
rhetoric, and so a feature of style. This should not surprise. Latin gram-
marians leaned heavily upon the Greeks for their categories, and obviously
Greek grammar had no concept of 'grecism', i.e. borrowing of syntactical
practice from a different language, to pass on to them. Moreover, gram-
marians before Apollonius Dyscolus spent most of their time describing
and accounting for accidence; their analysis of syntax was, compared to
ours, limited, and they largely handed it over to the rhetoricians, who
described it as grammatical figures or as virtues and vices of style. It was
therefore the rhetoricians who accommodated these imported syntactical
practices within their own category of grammatical *figurae*. The poet whose
works provide the most examples is Virgil, not only because of his range,
but because we have an invaluable (though often neglected) guide to his
practice in the commentary of Servius. We cannot know just how extensive
or independent Servius' own knowledge, and that above all of his suc-
cessors, was in this department. Much of their information was traditional,
and presumably went back to the earliest commentaries, composed when
a knowledge of Greek literature was more secure. Even very late gram-
marians and rhetoricians who refer to grecism are clearly trotting out
standard examples; they may themselves have been comparatively ignorant
of Greek and its influence, but their snippets of traditional learning seem
well founded. My approach in this essay will be historical, starting with
the Romans themselves and concentrating on Servius above all. I want
first to present the ways in which they came to terms with the apparent
irregularities they noticed in poetic usage and how they described and
drew attention to them.

---

7 There is a brief discussion by A. Gudeman, art. 'Grammatik', *RE* vii.1806.18–51; for a fuller
We start with Quintilian. It is striking that when he introduced the vast topic of figures of speech he first exemplified their historical development by the use of the cases, for instance with verbs like *incumbere* or with adjectives like *plenus* (Inst. 9.3.1). This indicates the keen sense the élite Romans had of what was correct or at least permissible where two words were to be joined together. There was a flexible norm, which might alter over time, but a serious departure from it could only be justified as a figurative usage (otherwise it was condemned as a solemnis). The usage of the cases provided the clearest examples, so far as Quintilian was concerned. He then proceeded to what we now call grecism (Inst. 9.3.17): *ex Graeco uero tralata uel Sallusti plurima, quale est: [uulgus] 'amat fieri', uel Horati, nam id maxime probat: 'nec ciceris nec longae inuidit auenae', uel Vergili: 'Tyrrhenum nauigat aequor', et iam uulgatam actis quoque: 'saucius pectus'. Three writers, Sallust, Horace and Virgil, provide his examples. All are classics (they of course reappear in the tenth book in his list of authors whose style is to be studied for imitation) but none, it is significant to observe, was an orator. At once Quintilian’s reader, who was studying to be an orator, ought to have been on his guard, for the usage of historians and poets might not always be available to those who meant to follow what Horace had called the norma loquendi. For, as the later grammarian Fortunatianus said, in answer to his own question ‘aliena uerba quae sunt?’: ‘quaes non sunt oratori accommodata, sed historic0 aut poetae’.

Among the Romans themselves grecism was seen as a feature of style in the more highly wrought literary forms, history and poetry, which were implicitly ranged together against the norm established for formal oratorical Latin.

Let us now look at Quintilian’s examples of grecism. First and very briefly, the Sallustian usage: *amat fieri* is as much a lexical as a syntactical grecism, since the sense of *amat* here (‘is accustomed’) is not native, but a loan-shift from Greek. It was that new sense which facilitated the novel syntax.

Now for Horace. Quintilian, who was later to describe him as *varius figuris et uerbis felicissime audax* (Inst. 10.1.96), assured us that Horace

---

8 The passage referred to in Sallust may be from a now lost part of the *Histories*, though it is sometimes regarded as a mis-recollection of *Iug. 34.1* (*uulgus* was deleted by Radermacher; others emend it); the others are S. 2.6.83-4, A. 1.67 and 12.5 (though the phrase also occurs in *Tullii*. 1.6.49).

9 *Ars rhetorica* iii.4-5 in *Halm* (1863: 123). For *aliena uerba* see *TLL* i.1578.63ff., esp. 79–80.

10 Coleman (1977: 106); *TLL* i.1956.35–59.
was specially keen on syntactical grecisms, yet he contented himself with only the one example. It is remarkably from the Sermones, which, generically considered, might have been thought to stick close to spoken Latin norms. To Quintilian however the syntax of *nec ciceris nec longae inuidit auenae* was totally strange, unidiomatic, and yet it could be accounted for straightforwardly as a borrowing from Greek. Nowhere else in classical Latin is *inuideo* used with the genitive and so it has every appearance here of an experiment on Horace’s part, one which failed to take even in poetry. That is why Quintilian chose so striking an example: he had begun his section on *figurae* with the observation that in older Latin Romans said *hanc rem inuidere*, whereas in his own day everybody said *hac re inuidere*. So Horace’s genitive with this verb stuck in his mind as a freak. We might have expected, in the light of what he said of Horace’s fondness for grecisms, to find numerous references to them in what remains of the Horatian scholia, but it is only Porfyrio who has two explicit statements on the figure, in his notes on *C.* 2.6.15–16 *uiridique certat | baca Venafro*, where he observes: *Graeca figura dictum est ‘illi certat’ pro ‘cum illo certat’* (a usage to be discussed in more detail below, pp. 167–8) and 2.9.17 *desine querelarum: Graeca elocutione figuratum est. alioquin nos ‘desine queri’ dicimus.* The dearth in these scholia is probably due to their scrappy transmission. But sometimes Horace’s scholiast does not specify that the ‘figured’ syntax is owed to the Greek. All that Porfyrio said about *C.* 3.30.11–12 *agrestium | regnauit populorum* was: *adnotanda elocutio per genetiuum$guruta.* A figure to be sure, but not to him precisely a grecism (if his full note has come down to us). Servius, however, discussing *A.* 11.126, is more explicit: *figura Graeca ‘miror illius rei’ et ‘regno illius rei’*, *ut Tenvδοιο τι ιψι ανάσοεις [Il. 1.38]: inde Horatius ait ‘et qua pauper aquae Daunus agrestium | regnauit populorum’ pro agrestibus populis* (his quotation of a snippet of Homer which illustrates Greek usage, and the MS transmission of this text will both be discussed below, pp. 166–7 and 170). So the grecism was explicitly acknowledged, at least by some.

We turn now to Quintilian’s citations from Virgil. His first, *A.* 1.67, is more remarkable than it may appear to us at first sight, and it therefore requires some discussion. Quintilian perhaps chose *nauigat aequor* designedly, because in his first book (1.5.38) when he came to illustrate solecisms he used as one of his examples the phrase *ambulo uiam*, his point there being that normal Latin usage required a preposition before the noun indicating ‘ground covered’ with a verb of movement (internal objects are

---

11 But cf. the observation on p. 159 above about borrowed word order.
of course related but different). According to that doctrine then Virgil's use of *nauigo* without a preposition before *aequor* ought to have seemed a solecism. A defence was needed for the poet's usage, and the one that Quintilian chose was that of a grammatical figure borrowed from the Greek; he might also have chosen to regard it as an ellipse, an explanation often found in the Virgilian scholia on other passages. But here, Servius concurs with him, noting: *figura Graeca est; nos enim dicimus ‘per aequor nauigat’*. With this he compares the use of *iuro* at A. 12.197. It may also be noted that 'Julius Rufianinus' also lists this usage of *nauigo* and of *iuro* (though he has in mind A. 6.351 *maria aspera iuro*) among his few instances of gre~ism. But the intricacies of the explanation of *inauigat aequor* have not been exhausted.

One of the MS of Servius, called by Thilo D, regularly adds further explanatory matter, and on A. 1.67 it appends a Greek phrase: τὴν θάλασσαν πτέει (a practice of which more notice will be taken later). This obviously confirms the reader's conviction that the Latin syntax is borrowed. But that little Greek phrase crops up again in the Verona scholia on E. 6.2 *habitare casas*, where once more the accusative object was felt to need defence. The full note runs thus: *antiqua consuetudine, sicut: centum urbes habitant magnas [= A. 3.106], ut Graeci dicunt πτέει τὴν θάλασσαν et alibi Vergilius: caua trabe currimus aequor pro ‘super aequor currere’ [= A. 3.191].* The situation with *currere* was felt to be the same as with *nauigare*, and indeed on A. 3.191 the DServius commentary cross-referenced to A. 1.67. In both cases a preposition would have been the norm in prose, but the poet's practice is felt to be borrowed from the Greek. At the same time the Verona scholiast adds as a possible explanation archaism (*antiqua consuetudo*). We shall meet this alternative again.

Now for Quintilian's second Virgilian example, *saucius pectus*. Here an adjective, rather than a verb, 'governs' the accusative case of a noun which

12 We should not expect to find many instances of *umbulo* in the poets, since the verb is colloquial, and anyway metrically unwieldy; nonetheless at F. 1.122 Ovid wrote *libera perpetuas ambulat illa uias*.

13 Virgil frequently omitted a preposition where prose would employ it, e.g. at A. 1.2 *Italiam . . . uenit*. This omission is noted by Servius (detractis) at A. 1.52 *Aeoliam uenit* and at A. 11.683 *aqminibus totis*, cf. the note of DServius on A. 9. 598 where he glosses the simple accusative with *ad Ituliam*. Mühmelt (1965: 111) drew attention to similar notes in the Homeric scholia which he believed served as Servius' models both for the grammatical issue and its explanation.

14 Ovid picks up the figure at *Her. 16.321 iurabo . . . numina*.

15 *De schematis lexeos* in Halm (1863: 56.13–14). It is interesting that 'Rufinianus' spoke of these two passages as instances where the preposition had been removed (*praepositione detracta*), perhaps thus echoing an alternative scholiastic explanation such as we find elsewhere in Servius himself, see n. 13 above.
specifies or limits its scope (in this case the adjective may be thought to have verbal sense, ‘wounded’, not that Quintilian observes this). Servius in his comment on A. 12.5 does not mention Greek practice, but glosses the expression with a turn of phrase that he regularly uses in his commentary to explain this sort of accusative: saucium pectus habens; he went on to observe: et bene alia uerba interposuit, quia ‘saucius pectus’ et sonabat asperrime et imperitis poterat soloecismus uideri. He thus shows that he was dealing with a grammatical figure, for it is often a short step between a legitimate figure and an unacceptable solecism. The student is warned.

This particular usage and the scholiasts’ form of words to expound it deserve more notice. The ‘figure’ was first introduced by Virgil at G. 2.131 faciem... simillima lauro (where there is no comment from antiquity). It then occurs twice in A. 1, where Servius does have notes. On 320 nuda genu he is explicit: nudum genu habens, ut si dicas ‘bonus animum’. et est Graeca figura, sed non ea quam diximus fieri per participium praeteriti temporis et casum accusativum; haec enim per nomen [‘adjective’] fit, quamuis ad unam significationem recurrant. (He cross-references back to this note at 1.328 uox hominem sonat, where he also says: Graeca figura est.) This phrase, nuda genu, became a standard example of the usage; Diomedes (GLK i.440.21–2) also used it to illustrate what he calls ‘hellenismos’: ibi enim nudum genu habens debut dicere. sed seruiens schemati (NB = figurae) quod appellatur hellenismos... (a word rarely used in antiquity to refer to the Graeca figura). The note Servius composed on A. 1.320 nuda genu is crucial to our understanding of how this grecism struck a Roman reader. The best way he could think of to demonstrate its outlandishness was to compose a piece of dog-Latin, bonus animum, a construction unknown to good usage, which, as Dr Horsfall pointed out in discussion, was precisely the point at issue. The same ‘figured’ usage of the accusative is found a second time at A. 1.589 os umerosque deo

16 On the very difficult A. 2.273 traiectus lora Servius says: traiecta lora habens; ut nuda genu adds DServius. This particularly troublesome passage is discussed by Mariner (1963); Professor Josè-Luis Perez Vidal kindly brought this article to my notice. nuda genu was used as an example of a figura λεγεως by ‘Fortunatianus’ (Halm 1863: 126.25–6), but he did not specify grecism.

17 For the origins of the term ἄλημινας see Lohmann (1915: 1) and Dionisotti (1995: 45–58). It is also found in Donatus’ comment on Ter. And. 543 ne me obsecra for ne obsecre; Donatus remarks upon the common usage only here (see McGlynn (1963: 389) s.v. ne). Where did he get this notion? Can he mean that Terence is translating Menander? Even if so, the usage cannot have escaped his notice, so common is it (eighty examples in comedy alone according to K–S i.202–3). Prose avoids it however, so perhaps by Donatus’ time it seemed a poeticism. Cf. Servius on A. 6.95 and 7.202, where he rewords ne + imperative to ne + subjunctive (he ignores E. 2.17); he nowhere calls it a grecism. See Penney, p.253, in this volume.

18 See TLL ii.2097.71–2098.41.
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similis, where again Servius says: est Graeca figura, ut diximus supra (he simply notes the presence of a figure at A. 4.559). Similar notes on this sort of accusative are found on A. 5.285 Cressa genus, where Servius identifies the syntax as Graeca figura, with a cross-reference to 8.114 qui genus? Finally, DServius notes on A. 12.25 non genus indecores that it is an elocutio figurata de Graeco. The feeling of antiquity is clear: such an accusative is to be accounted for as foreign idiom.

Let us return now to Quintilian. His examples of grecism were few, and chiefly concerned the use of cases; the phenomenon sheltered under the broad umbrella of figura. It is worth looking at some of the other ‘figures’ he drew attention to, because, though he did not class them as grecisms, some later commentators did. For example, Quintilian noticed Persius 1.9–10 nostrum istud uiuere triste | aspexi, but only saw in it a figure: cum infinito uerbo usus est pro appellatione: nostrum enim uitam uclt intellegi. But the scholiast to Persius specifies that it is a figura Graeca. This ought to be correct, so far as ancient doctrine was concerned, since the use of the infinitive as a noun that might be in the accusative case was felt by Roman grammarians to be borrowed from Greek; so Servius and Sergius on Donatus call it a graeca elocutio.

Another related figure Quintilian found in Virgil, A. 5.248 magnum dat ferre talentum, of which he said: utimur et uerbo pro participio: ‘magnum dat ferre talentum’, tamquam ferendum (Inst. 9.3.9). Whether or not he defined more precisely the sort of figure is not clear, thanks to a lacuna in the transmission; he clearly did not include it among grecisms. It is, however, plain what sense he attached to the construction: the infinitive is epexegetic, and replaces another form of the verb, e.g. gerundive.

19 When the usage is encountered in Horace, however, Porfyrio merely notes it as a figure. On C. 1.21.12 Apollinem umerum insignem he says: per figuram haec eloquentio intelligenda... hoc est umerum insignem habentem ut laeta comam (probably = A. 7.60 sacra comam) dicitur a Vergilio et multa similia. The failure to call it specifically a grecism may be due either to accident or to the commentator’s refusal to go into detail about origins.

20 Inst. 9.3.9; but if his text is here correctly transmitted his memory betrayed him since the infinitive phrase is not the object of the verb aspexi but of a preceding ad. This does not alter his argument.

21 See GLK iv.411.24–5 and 502.32; the issue is discussed by Wolfflin (1886). Persius is especially fond of this use of the infinitive as a noun, but 1.9–10 is the sole example of its use after a preposition. ‘Julius Rufinianus’ (Halm 1863: 58.10) drew attention to 1.122 hoc ridere meum as a figura per eclogam uerborum in a section which groups together a number of non-native usages of the infinitive.

22 It is, however, odd that Quintilian says utimur since this is not true of usage in general, as Servius pointed out; the infinitive with dare is only found in prose in Vitr. 7.10.4 (cf. TLL v.1.1688.59–1690.29) and remained poetic syntax (albeit widespread there: first in Lucr. 6.1227). See now for a general discussion Domínguez Domínguez and Martín Rodríguez (1993).
Other students of the language defined this usage as a grecism, for instance the grammarian Pompeius, who in explaining that the verb had no case in Latin noted none the less the less that it appeared to be in the accusative when it followed *do*. He insisted that this usage was not Latin but an *elocutio Graeca*; under this head he included the common expression *da bibere*, and compared Ter. *And.* 484 (*GLK* v.213.12–15). Now this little expression came to be usual in accounts of the ‘abnormal’ syntax of *do*. All such syntax, Pompeius assures us, is acceptable in poets, but quite foreign to everyday usage.

For Servius too the infinitive with *do* was borrowed from Greek; he said in his own note on *A.* 5.248: *Graecum est duo uerba coniungere, ut paulo post (= 262 donat habere viro), sed hoc datur poetis*. The construction he clearly felt to be exceptional, and earlier in his commentary he had set out the doctrine a bit more fully, on *A.* 1.318: *unde ‘da bibere’ usus inuenit, quod facere non debemus, ne duo uerba iungamus nisi in poemate*. He thus made a point of offering a considerable number of notes on it as it occurred throughout the *Aeneid*.23

After Quintilian there is a single notice in Aulus Gellius, who drew attention to a use of the passive of *exigo* in a speech of Metellus Numidicus and in a play of Caecilius which he felt was a *Graeca figura* (*Noctes Atticae* 15.14).24 This is most curious since an oration and a comedy are not, given the opinion of Quintilian, the genres in which we would expect to find abnormalities. None the less it shows that the strategy of tracing some abnormalities in Latin syntax to a deliberate (because ‘figured’) borrowing from Greek is part of the exegetic tradition well before we reach our extant scholiasts. To them we may now turn in earnest.

Servius provides our most abundant information for Virgilian grecisms, and some of his notes have already been referred to. (Others, which do not call for detailed comment, are gathered into an appendix.) Here let us consider some of the devices he had for drawing attention to grecisms, especially to their ‘Greekness’. As we have already seen above, he (or at any rate some of his MSS) sometimes offered a similar Greek expression, either as pure illustration, or as a sort of paraphrase of the Latin. Among the illustrations are these: on *E.* 5.1 *boni inflare: Graecum est iκανός λέγειν* (DServius);25 on *A.* 8.127 *cui... precari* the Servian scholia offered three

---

23 E.g. at 1.319 *dederat comam diffundere uentis* where he glosses: *ut diffunderetur: Graeca autem figura est sic alibi* (5.248) et (1.79); there are similar notes on 10.235, 701, 12.97 and 211.

24 For Gellius’ use of Greek syntactical practice to justify some constructions in Latin see Holford-Strevens (1988: 137).

25 See page ad loc. and cf. *TLL* ii.2098.33–41 (where Servius is quoted quite differently from Thilo’s ed.)
explanations, one archaism, another hyperbaton and yet a third runs: *est Graecum, ut ευξεοι Λατάλλωνι (= Il. 4.101). Similar is the note on A. 10.698 Latagum occupat os: *est Graeca figura, in Homero frequens, which went on to explain: *ut si dicas εκροουσεν Αχιλλέα τών πόδα, id est Achillem percussit pedem pro percussit Achillis pedem* (he made up his Greek phrase, for κροώ is not found in epic). On A. 11.383–4 timoris argue Servius said: *est de Graeco: nam ita dicunt Κποώιοτες κατάγγειλε σε φόνου, and at A. 12.649 indignus aworum he noted the use of the genitive as a *Graeca figura* and explained: nam nos ‘indignus illa re’ dicimus, contra Graeci ανάξιος στεφάνου, id est indignus coronae.*

Translations (more or less) of the Virgilian original into Greek are found in the Servian scholia on A. 1.440 cernitur ulli: *et est Graecum ουδένι δρόμηνος, A. 1.465 multa gemens: Graecum est πολλὰ στενάξιον (DServius).* At A. 3.426 prima hominis facies Servius took prima as neuter plural: *est Graeca figura τὰ πρῶτα ανθρωπῶν;* his opinion is not shared by modern commentators but that does not affect his observation. We find more translations at A. 6.341 quis deorum: *‘quis deus’ debuit dicere sed graece dixit τις θεόν (= Il. 1.8, 18.182),* A. 8.217 *una boun: Graeca figura, μὲ τῶν βοῶν,* and at A. 8.676 cernere erat Servius after again specifying *Graeca figura,* translates: *οἵν ποντονικάλετε.* A few more examples of paraphrase into Greek or citation of Greek syntactical practice will be mentioned below, but it is time now to consider how the scholiasts handled a general topic in Latin syntax which they often faced in their poets.

Most verbs of fighting or contending took the dative in Greek, and in Latin usually a prepositional construction (K–S i.319). One of the first to depart from the native usage was Catullus at 62.64 *noli pugnare duobus.* We have no scholia on Catullus, but when we find the same construction in Virgil, at A. 4.38 pugnabis amori, we can turn to Servius, who says: *est Graecum ‘pugno tibi’, nam nos ‘pugno tecum’ dicimus.*

---

26 See Landgraf (1898: 215) and Müller (1908: 131). There is a similar construction at A. 12.273–6 *unum . . . transadigit costas,* but Servius only noted on 273: *figurate dixit pro unius.*

27 The usage is picked up by Val. Flac. 8.38 and Silius 8.383; cf. TLL vii.1.1190.32–9.

28 So far as the adverbial use of the plural neuter adjective is concerned we may compare Servius on A. 11.471 *mulaque se incusat: multa pro multum, Graeca figura* (cf. DServius on 12.402). See Löffstedt (1933: 412), Wölfthin (1885: 98), TLL viii.1617.41–50 (Virgilian examples omitted!). Cf. Hor. Ep. 5.74 o *mula fleturum caput.*

29 *OLD* 1 only cites this example, then Apul. Met. 1.25. Commentators and grammars are strangely silent.

30 The usage is also classed as *figura Graeca* by ‘Julius Rufianus’ (Halm 1863: 56.12). See Clausen on E. 6.65 *una sororum.*

31 He missed both G. 4.447, on which Bourgeois (1940: 85) astutely noted that it is a Greek who is speaking, and A. 6.596.

32 Cf. A. 11.600–1 *sonipes . . . pugnat habenis,* and Hor. S. 1.2.73 *pugnantia . . . istics* (again in the satires, where we might not have expected abnormality).
found in ‘Julius Rufinianus’; this passage from the Aeneid is the second in his brief list of instances of figura Graeca. Such syntax is frequently adopted for other verbs of fighting as well, e.g. certo, by Horace and Virgil, but when their ancient commentators come to describe the usage they are not always consistent in their terminology. By various means they none the less drew attention to the oddity of the syntax; Servius on A. 1.493 uiris concurrere says that it is a Graeca figura, but no specific detail is given (see Thilo’s note), nor does he always say that the dative so used is a loan from the Greeks. What needs to be stressed here is that sometimes we can only get the full picture of the ancient opinion by combining scraps of information from various sources. Thus in his note to Horace, S. 2.5.19 Pseudo-Acro says: certans datiuo casui iungitur with an appeal to the same usage in Virgil at E. 8.55 certent et cycnis ululae (where there is no Servian note) and 5.8 tibi certat (where Servius says unspecifically usurpatum est; nam hodie ‘certo tecum’ dicimus). This latter line is of the first importance, because it provides Porfyrio with a reference point; on Horace, Ep. 11.18 he says: imparibus autem certare per datiuum casum figuratum est and cross-references to Virgil, E. 5.8 tibi certat. This is surprising since he might have been expected to refer to his own note on C. 2.6.15–16 (quoted above on p. 162), one of only two explicit references to the Graeca figura in the whole of the Horatian scholiastic tradition. In fact, only one writer explicitly places E. 5.8 among examples of figura Graeca, the late (but not for that reason untrustworthy) ‘Julius Rufinianus’ (see n. 33). We must then be alert to the unspecific use of terms like figura, figuratum, figurate or usurpatum, as well as to paraphrases into Greek and to cross-references to a standard example of a particular usage.

When for instance we turn to Priscian’s grammar, we find him remark on Virg. G. 3.53 crurum tenus: (praepositio) apud nos duobus solis praeponitur, id est accusatiuo et ablatiuo, nisi έλλειψις μετά utatur auctoritas, ut Vergilius in III Georgicon genetiuo est usus secundum Graecos pro ablative. This view is endorsed by Servius on A. 3.427 pube tenus, but without specific note of Greek usage, and by DServius on A. 10.210 laterum tenus, De schematis lexoeos, in Halm (1863: 56.9–14).

He has, for instance, no note on G. 2.99 cui non certauerit ulla, but on G. 2.138 laudibus Italie certent he says: figurate: nam ‘certo tecum’ dicimus. See also G. 2.96 cellis contende Fulernis, to which there is a false reference in TLL iv.667.55–61; the correct reference appears ibid. 670.20–6. The syntax is not found in prose until Plin. Ep. 8.8.4.

14.14 = GLK iii.32.11; cf. 18.262, 279 = GLK iii.343.13–18 secundum Graecos dixit. For ‘hellenismos’ see n. 17. It is telling that Mynors has no note on the usage, Thomas notes it without attempting to account for Virgil’s practice.

Hamson ad loc. does not mention the possibility of grecism in the usage, nor does Austin on Virg. A. 1.737 or 2.553 (where he does suggest metrical convenience). The usage is first found in poetry in Cic. Arat. 324 (83), in prose in a letter of Caelius (Fam. 8.1.2).
where there is a cross reference to the Georgics passage and, more significantly, a translation into Greek, ἄξιρ τῶν πλευρῶν, one of the scholiasts' ways of indicating grecism.

Another grammarian who draws attention to Virgilian grecism is Diodenides (GLK i.312.20). In discussing the cases used with diues he says that the genitive is Greek, for πλούσιος or ἀφενείος are so used with genitive or dative (e.g. Od. 1.165); from Virgil he cites A. 9.26 diues equum, diues pictai uestis et auri. Servius there simply notes that it is used figuratively with the genitive (Virgil in fact has the genitive often, not that he spurns the normal Latin ablative).

Let us conclude this trawl through the scholiasts and grammarians of antiquity with a remaining notice of our figure that calls for special discussion. The author of the Adnotationes super Lucanum regarded felix esse mori at 4.520 as secundum Graecam elocutionem. This passage, however, clearly gave other ancient students pause. For Priscian regarded it as the normal Latin use of the infinitive as an accusative object.37 If we had more and fuller scholia on poets other than Virgil we would surely find a wider range of observations upon the usage than have survived.

To close this account of the attitude to syntactical grecism in antiquity we may notice a different sort of evidence which reinforces the conclusion that grecisms were felt to be exotics: in our MSS they are sometimes normalized out of existence. Scholiasts too betray the practice. This is found for instance at Virg. A. 9.789 excedere pugnae and 10.441 tempus desistere pugnae. In the former case the Medicean MS and in the latter the codex Romanus offer the variant pugna, as well they might since the construction with the genitive is unnecessary metrically, and the normal ablative was found at A. 1.37. At A. 10.154 libera fati Servius knew the reading fatis; again the syntax was not metrically generated, and the normal ablative was to be found at G. 3.194.38 A yet more taxing use of the genitive is found at A. 11.126 iustitiaene prius mirer, belline luborum. Here the MSS give variant readings, and Donatus appears to have read iustitiam and laborem, which metrically and syntactically are unexceptionable: Virgil could have written them. But Servius saved the syntax and the text, not only here but in the passage of Horace referred to above (p. 162): figura Graeca 'miror illius rei'; he derived the construction from θαυμάζεω, and was supported by Priscian, who said: illi [Attici] εὐδαμονίζω σοῦ τόδε καὶ εὐδαμονίζω σε τόδε. nostri quoque auctores hanc saepe sisse [!] imitati sunt

37 The reference in the Adnotationes super Lucanum will be found between 4.536 and 4.537 in Endt's edition. For Priscian see 18.260 (= GLK iii.342.8–10) and cf. TLL iii.767.77–80.
38 This < ἤλθος is picked up by Horace at AP 212 (see Brink ad loc. and TLL vii 2.1288.29–35, but also Hofmann–Szentyr (1965: 78)).
figuram, and went on to refer to this very line from the Aeneid. Horace's MS tradition also provides an example of normalization at C. 3.30.13, the passage referred to by Servius in the note just quoted (and on p. 162 above). *agrestium regnuit populorum* appears as *agrestium regnator populorum* in our oldest MSS. This reading used to be found even in early printed editions, but though it produces locally normal syntax, it ruins the run of the sentence. These more or less clumsy attempts to foist a normal expression upon the transmitted text suggest dismay in the face of the unusual.

We may now take stock. The Romans themselves created a more or less homogeneous category by treating certain syntactical abnormalities as 'figures of speech'. This indicates that they regarded the phenomenon as fundamentally ornamental, but it had also to be deliberate. For whilst ordinary speakers of a language use figurae, they do so unconsciously. Those who speak and write formally, on the other hand, are expected to choose every detail, especially when using figures, for a figure used unawares is a solecism (so Quintilian reiterates, *Inst.* 1.5.53 and 9.3.2, and cf. Sen. *Ep.* 95.9). This figura Quintilian classed among the 'grammatical' ones because it changed normal syntactical practice (*loquendi rationem nouat, Inst.* 9.3.2). It differed somewhat from the others in this group in that Quintilian appears to have felt that it belonged especially to historical prose and to poetry generally; it was less suitable to oratory. That would indicate a sense that this particular figure was exotic. Now figures need some justification, and, leaving authority, antiquity and usage to one side, that justification may be found in giving a reason (*Inst.* 9.3.3). The simplest reason for this figure is provided by the epithet Graeca. All sorts of deviations from the syntactical norm were thus swept into the single basket called Graeca figura, and no further attempt was made to account for the usage. So much was already owed, especially by the poets, to Greek literary practice that it sufficed to point to a model in the foreign idiom. Later commentators sometimes underscored this exoticism by reference to what the Romans actually said (*dicimus*), or by a fullish grammatical account of normal Latin syntax, or by translation into or quotation from Greek, or even, once, by the formation of a bit of dog-Latin (*bonus animum*) to warn the reader of the 'foreignness' of the expression. The ancient reader, trained in rhetorical doctrine and the poetical exegesis of the grammatici, was ready to pigeon-hole certain abnormalities of syntax as figurae modelled upon the Greek. We may now turn to the much more sophisticated views of modern philologists.

---

39 18.219 = (GLK iii.316.13–15); cf. 17.102 = GLK iii.163.1–5.
THE MODERN POSITION

Nowadays when we want to know about grecism, we turn to grammars and to special studies, particularly those of Brenous (1895), Löfstedt (1933) and, for Virgil, the special studies of Lohmann (1915) and of Görler (1985). We now also have a critical survey of the whole topic by Coleman (1977). Despite differences over details, we encounter in them a measure of unanimity about the approaches to be taken. There lies behind all of them a considerable amount of theorizing about the genesis of the phenomenon and a desire to categorize the manifold instances. At the end of his essay on the Greek influence on Latin syntax Coleman (1977: 147), for instance, concluded that ‘grecism must be recognized not as a sharply differentiated monolithic category but as a spectrum comprising greater or lesser degrees of abnormality’. (The contemporary model reflects at some remove the first work dedicated to grecism, Vechner (1610). Vechner’s approach too was largely theoretical, and he relied only occasionally on ancient comment.) The modern taxonomists have carefully laid out the systematic beds in which our exotics bloom. Some are seen as direct transplants, full-scale grecisms, for instance the ‘accusativus Graecus’ (or some of its manifestations at any rate). Others are treated as hybrids, created either by developing a peculiar, but still native growth, or by a foreign graft upon a Latin stock; these latter are called ‘partial grecisms’ (a concept owed to Löfstedt (1933: 410) and (1959: 93)). In either case it is apparently assumed that the process works by analogy. It is with this concept of analogy that I want to deal first.

ANALOGY

Many modern philologists explain the origin of unusual syntactical usages by a process of analogy to some related feature of the language. This approach looks at first sight plausible, but its applicability to grecism is less clear cut. Of course, within the Latin language we can detect analogy at work on syntax. But even then we expect a measure of difference between what ordinary Romans said, and what the poets chose to write. For example, Professor Adams draws attention to adiuto used exception-ally with the dative in the speech of a freedwoman in Petronius (62.11) and in a letter of Claudius Terentianus. Latin-speakers of little sophistication obviously borrowed the syntax from intransitive verbs of helping for one which was normally transitive. Such a practice was no doubt common, but also largely unconscious. We would, however, not assume that Ovid was as unaware of what he was doing when he wrote at Met. 8.215 damnosasque
erudit artis (‘Daedalus taught Icarus the devilish skills’). He could have used the metrically equivalent *edocet*, and produced normal syntax, but preferred something unusual. It must be stressed that the poet’s analogical procedure was deliberate and that the newly minted syntax of *edoceo* never became current (in the way that *adiuto* with the dative appears to have been colloquial); it remained purely artificial and cropped up again only in later poets, who of course imitated Ovid as a master of the language (Val. Flac. 2.50 and Stat. *Theb.* 10.507). Let us now look at some of the grecisms attributed in modern studies to analogical development within Latin. We will begin with the passages referred to by Quintilian, and then notice some others.

**ANALOGY WITHIN LATIN**

1(i) On the Horatian example in Quintilian (cf. p. 161): Coleman (1977: 137), noting the low genre, urged that the homely context — the fable of the mice — suggested that the genitive with *inuideo* could be seen as an extension of the native use of *dare* or *sumere* + genitive, which is especially characteristic of colloquial Latin. He was aware of Quintilian’s view, but he did not comment upon it, either to accept it or reject it. This evenhandedness leaves us to follow the ancient or the modern account *ad libitum*. But we surely end up with a different view of Horace’s verbal mastery if we decide either that he wrenched the language into an unexampled direction, or gently nudged it along a line which it was anyway pursuing.

Horace’s great modern commentator Paul Lejay, however, was more decisive. Albeit in his note ad loc. he quoted Quintilian, yet he denied that the genitive with *inuideo* was a grecism; he saw in it rather a recovery of an older usage of the genitive with words meaning fullness or privation. This approach somewhat mitigates the freakishness of the syntax, its experimental quality, by an appeal to allegedly similar, but normal usages, particularly in the older language. What the modern philologist failed to reckon with, however, was the difficulty that any Roman had in recovering older practice reliably. One example will suffice to illustrate their helplessness.

As was noted at the outset, Quintilian exemplified the concept of *figura* by drawing attention to the use of cases with *plenus* (*Inst*. 9.3.1), and he clearly believed that the genitive was alone found in older authors, down to Cicero, and that the use of the ablative had developed in his own day. We, however, can check in a moment a comprehensive grammar (e.g. K–S i.386) or dictionary or authoritative commentary to learn that the ablative is certainly found, albeit rarely, in late republican prose writers, Cicero
and Caesar included. Ancient discussions of usage were bedevilled by the lack of comprehensive information retrieval systems. We need to bear this in mind when we detect archaism at work; we must ask what chance the Roman had of securing the information we command so readily. We have seen (p. 167 above) that the Servian scholia offered archaism as an alternative explanation of *precor* governing the dative, so the strategy adopted by modern philology was up to a point available to an ancient commentator, but his difficulties in deploying it were considerable (that particular defence was misconceived: old Latin *precor* + dative meant 'pray for').

1(ii) Horace’s use of *regno* (cf. p. 162) has prompted debate among philologists, adjudicated by Löfstedt (1933: 416). He was disinclined to follow those who looked for motivation for the usage in analogy, e.g. with *potior*. He followed most others in the view that this is a pure grecism, *βασιλεύω*. Neither he nor more recently Coleman (1977: 141–2) cited the opinion of Servius, but they might well have started with him.

2 On one Virgilian example in Quintilian (cf. p. 161) everyone agrees that *saucius pectus* is a pure grecism. Brenous (1895) failed to draw attention to Quintilian or Servius in discussing *nauiqat aequor* (Lohmann, however, did (1915: 22)). When we turn to an eminent contemporary student of Virgil’s syntax, Woldemar Görler (1982: 71), we find a different approach. He began his valuable discussion of ‘displacements’ in Virgilian syntax with this very line, but chose not to notice Quintilian’s use of it to illustrate grecism and, albeit admitting that *Od*. 3.71 *πλείθ ὑγρὰ κελεύθα* was perhaps a model, he was at one time disinclined to agree with Servius that this is a ‘real’ grecism. It may be urged, however, that we are not here trying to establish a matter of fact. We cannot know by what mental process a poet came to choose an abnormal form of expression or how he would have defended his practice, but we can establish how his readers did so on his behalf. Servius and Quintilian knew that Virgil’s usage was strange because it is not what ‘we [Romans] say’; to account for this (since solecism in a classic writer was unthinkable) they explained it as a figurative form of writing, and they looked to Greek for a model. Görler, on the other hand, sees it as another instance of the transitivization of intransitive verbs (which is indeed a phenomenon of Augustan verse). But this leaves explanation at half-cock. We still wonder why the poets should have taken it upon themselves to treat the native verbs in this way.

3 *do* + infinitive (cf. pp. 165–6). Some philologists look for a native Latin idiom that might prepare the ground for the extended usage of the
poets, and our grammars find it in *da bibere*, which is claimed to be purely Latin and is seen as providing the springboard (so, e.g. Hofmann–Szantyr (1965: 345)). On the other hand, Heraeus (1937: 195–6 n. 3.) reckoned that the view of the Roman grammarians themselves that *da bibere* was a grecism was not without merit, and he drew attention to what Servius said on A. 1.319. Coleman (1977: 135) too refers with approval to his doctrine.

4 Verbs of fighting + dative (cf. pp. 167–8 above): Lohmann (1915: 53), who as usual noted earlier Latin usage that to his mind paved the way to Virgil’s own, none the less ignored Porfyrio and Servius. Similarly in his commentary on *E. 5.8 tibi certat* Coleman betrayed the modern preference for explanation by analogy, for he drew attention to the syntax of *resisto*, which normally governs the dative. He also fairly acknowledged that *tibi certat* might be a grecism. More reductive and indeed circular is the note of Wendell Clausen, who in his recent commentary on the *Eclogues* (Oxford, 1994) did not draw attention to Greek usage at all, but appealed to analogy with *contento* at Lucretius 3.5–6 and to *pugno* at Catullus 62.64. Yet these verbs only take the dative in Latin as a grecism! His additional reference to Kühner–Stegmann’s grammar goes some way to alerting the industrious reader to the borrowed syntax, but his note showed no interest in the phenomenon, and only put back a generation the basic question why Virgil should have altered the native syntax. The ‘analogous’ syntax which Clausen cited is itself abnormal and needs an explanation.

Ronconi (1971: 158) sought to diminish the audacity of Catullus 62.64 *noli pugnare duobus* by appealing to vaguely similar uses of the dative in Plautus. His blind spot was *parti pris*. He decided in advance that grecism was inappropriate to a less formal genre like the wedding song, and so he resolved to dilute any apparent examples. But as we have seen, this particular syntax is found in the colloquial satires of Horace at 1.2.73 and the ‘humble’ pastorals of Virgil.

5 *diues* + genitive (cf. p. 169 above). Görler (1985: 266) refers to Diomedes (without comment) but also looks for analogy in the syntax of *plenus*. We are here given alternative explanations, but it should be noted that the concept of analogy employed here had not been formulated in antiquity; it was not an available account (though paradoxically this does not mean that they did not use it unconsciously). This will be discussed further below.

41 Servius none the less presents his information somewhat glibly; he knew that a number of verbs take a complementary infinitive in prose.
42 But later Coleman (1977: 138) cited Servian doctrine and revised his statement on the passage in the *Eclogues*.
43 *Bacch.* 967, *Trin.* 838 (cf. Brenous (1895: 146)).
6 *indignus* + genitive (cf. p. 167 above). Wölflin (1882: 114), followed by Lohmann (1915: 46), would have none of Servius’ explanation, because *dignus* already took the genitive in Latin and so in their opinion this usage must be produced by analogy. They never thought, however, that Servius might have been ignorant of the usage, since it occurs very rarely (K–S i.398–9), and not at all in educated writing.

7 A larger problem with the modern analogical model should be remarked. Any claim that analogy was the agent or catalyst of syntactical borrowing needs scrutinizing. Let us consider for instance the treatment of A. 2.10 *sed si tantus amor casus cognoscere nostros*. Of the syntax of *amor* and the infinitive Servius said: *cognoscendorum casuum et Graeca figura est*. The construction first appears here; more instances are listed, but without comment or reference to Servius, in TLL ii.1969.83–1970.8.4 Austin ad loc. fails to notice Servius, and explains: ‘the infinitive is used as if a verb of desiring had preceded’. He offers what he regards as similar constructions, e.g. *est lubido* as the equivalent of *libet*, and *pudor est* of *pudet*. He concludes: ‘no doubt this helped towards a natural [NB] development of the construction’. He was, however, too astute a Latinist to say that this case was devised as if *amo* itself had preceded. For the construction of *amo* with the infinitive was not native to Latin but borrowed, hence his vague reference to ‘a verb of desiring’. It is of course quite different with *studium* + infinitive at G. 1.21 *studium quibus arua tueri*, because *studeo* naturally takes the infinitive in Latin, and the expression is no more than a periphrasis, the equivalent of *qui student* (a form of the verb which cannot appear in hexameters unless the poet is prepared not to lengthen the necessary short vowel before *st*). This holds for a number of his examples: they are substantival periphrases for common verbal constructions, which is not true of the case at issue, *amor* + infinitive. So the analogical model is here insufficiently cogent. Servius seems correct in identifying this instance as a grecism, for *ēpos* was constructed with the infinitive; to him there was nothing ‘natural’ about it, it was best accounted for as a figure and borrowed from Greek. This example demonstrates the ease with which a modern philologist appeals to analogy, but analysis of the process shows up weak links in the chain of argument.

---

44 Hofmann–Szantyr (1965: 351) do not refer to this example nor to Servius, but classify *amor habet* + infin. at A. 12.282 as an instance of not so much the noun, as the whole idea which it represents as governing an infinitive.
PARTIAL GRECISM

Modern philology generally assents to the view that the construction of *nuda genu* (A. 1.320) is not native, and the practice is identified as the ‘accusativus Graecus’. The assent, however, is sometimes qualified, and refinements of this analysis should now be considered.

Löfstedt (1959: 94) called this phenomenon a ‘partial grecism’, because he saw it as an extension of native Latin syntax, a view shared by Palmer, who reckoned that here ‘Greek stimulated a native Latin usage’ (1954: 289). In discussing Horace’s use of the genitive with *inquideo* Löfstedt (1933: 416–7) referred to Quintilian’s use of the expression as an instance of grecism, but he nevertheless preferred to regard it as only ‘partial’, since he reckoned that it recovered an older, partitive usage of the case; he is followed by the *Thesaurus*, vii.2.195.16. This may be a fair description of the process that went on in the writer’s unconscious (something about which we can only speculate), but the distinction between whole and partial grecisms was clearly unavailable to native readers like Quintilian and Servius (and so presumably to the poets themselves); to them this syntax was unmitigatedly foreign in feel. Servius, to be more precise, drew attention to the formal difference from a more widespread (but still poetic) use of the accusative with the past participle passive, which he still noted on 1.228 *oculos suffusa nitentes* simply as a figure. Löfstedt’s attempt to refine analysis betrays the historical approach of the modern philologist and raises the question of the role of such analysis in the assessment of the phenomenon. It also raises a further problem: the philologists who employ the notion of syntactical analogy do not explain how it came into operation across a linguistic divide. Analogy, whether unconscious or deliberate, may operate easily enough within a language. But how is it

45 But one of Löfstedt’s examples of this old, unusual partitive genitive, Enn. Ann. 235 V., was impugned by O. Skutsch in *Studia Enniana* (London, 1968), 95 (and he has maintained his opinion in his n. on Ann. 270 Sk.).

46 His note on A. 1.320 concluded: *quamuis ad unam significationem recurrant* ‘they come to the same thing’. What this means is shown in his glosses, for he regularly paraphrases both expressions with *habens*, e.g. on 1.228 *nudidos oculos lacrimis perfusos habens*. So one usage is clearly Greek to him, the other simply figurative, and no attempt is made to trace its origins. On the other hand when we reach 12.5 Servius glosses, as we have seen, in the usual way: *sauicium pectus habens* but DServius adds: *ut ‘nudatosque umeros oleo perfusa nitescit’ [= A. 5.135], which rather overrides the distinction set up on 1.228. The blurred distinction is followed by Lactantius on Statius; cf. his notes on Th. 2.506 *erecta genus: erectas genus habens* and on 4.365 *ora deformis: deformia ora habens*.

47 For analysis of aspects of the usage and a general bibliography on the ‘accusativus graecus’ see Harrison on Aen. 10, pp. 290–1. It is worth pointing out that Landgraf (1898: 209) is mistaken when he gives as the earliest occurrence Plautus, *Pseud.* 785: *qui* is ablative there and *manus* nominative.
supposed to work across languages? It seems to be accounted for by the bilingualism of the Romans, or at any rate some of them. This issue must be briefly — and inexpertly — noticed here.

BILINGUALISM

Both Brenous (1895) and Coleman (1977) provide at the outset of their discussions theoretical expositions of how linguistic borrowings take place in societies. Brenous offered over forty pages of introduction on the progress of linguistic exchange in the European vernaculars before he turned to the application of his theory to Latin (1895: 45). He drew attention to the tendency to bilingualism in Roman education and to the cultural cross-fertilization in much of Italy, which even prompted some Romans to write in Greek. The most important section of his introduction is the last, in which he set out his system for analysing the phenomena, at the same time answering possible objections to his method (1895: 58–81, résumé: 77–81). Coleman’s approach is more schematic but at bottom no different; he discusses first the principles of linguistic interaction and then applies them to Latin (1977: 101–4).

Since Brenous’s time there have been many studies of the phenomenon of bilingualism among speakers of modern vernaculars. One conclusion seems to have commanded until recently general assent, and it checks a too ready assumption that syntactical interference whether generated by analogy or otherwise occurs. Susan Romaine (1995: 64) noted that, compared to borrowings of vocabulary, ‘syntax has often been thought to be the least easily diffused aspect of language’. If this observation holds good it has a particular bearing upon our study of syntactical, rather than lexical, greicism. But Romaine goes on to draw attention to evidence which might weaken the common view. The work of C. Myers-Scotton (1993) presents an alternative model, which is avowedly speculative. It would be impertinence in me to pronounce upon the success of her hypotheses. But even granting that the view that syntactical interference between languages spoken by bilinguals is more common than has been allowed, the convertibility of the hypothesis to the sort of Latin we are here concerned with is questionable. It is remarkable that studies of bilingualism focus upon speech or conversation, not formal writing. Moreover the speakers whose practice is recorded and analysed are often children or those with little

46 Professor Adams’s considerable advice has much improved this discussion.
49 Myers-Scotton (1993: 208, 228), esp. ch. 7 ‘Codeswitching and Deep Grammatical Borrowing’. 
education (Myers-Scotton studied pidgin and creole, and an East African spoken language, Ma). We should also bear in mind the comparatively straightforward syntax of modern vernaculars. There is on the other hand evidence to confirm the commonly held view referred to by Romaine. P. Gardner-Chloros (1991: 153–4) noted the skill with which bilinguals generally manage to avoid syntactical conflict in conversation and to preserve the syntax appropriate to one language or the other; she also analysed several conversations, and noted that in spite of their frequency ‘cases where switching leads to syntactic infelicities’, i.e. interference, remained rare. For all these reasons we should be disinclined to attribute syntactical grecism in the Latin poets to the fact that élite Romans were bilinguals. When they came to write their language (as opposed to speaking it) they could easily check interference from Greek; grecisms are not found in the speeches of Cicero, for instance, and Quintilian, as we noted earlier, hints that they will be avoided in oratory. Moreover, if such syntactical interference was common at lower levels of society, the élite would be the more determined to avoid it, especially since they insisted upon purity of Latin (Latinitas), and regarded solecisms as stylistic blemishes.

If bilingualism by itself cannot facilitate the use of an analogical model to explain syntactical interference among élite speakers and writers, we are left with a fundamental problem: how does linguistic analogy produce syntactical interference across languages? The only answer is that it does not of itself. There must still be in formal, written language the element of deliberation. A Roman poet consciously departed from the norm, and knew that his practice would be scrutinized or even mocked if a reader failed to see any justification; recall Numitorius’ parody of a usage in Virgil’s Eclogues recorded by Suetonius in his life of the poet, section 43: Dic mihi, Damoeta: ‘cuium pecus’ anne Latinum? A writer had to be ready and able to justify his procedure. Now this brings us to a final problem with the modern use of the term analogy.

The Romans too had the term analogia, but used it to explain morphological, not syntactical, practice. They had no terms in use (to my knowledge) which would serve to explain our concept of ‘syntactical analogy’. It may be that the closest ancient students of Latin came to it was simple comparison. For an example, let us return to the use of tenus with a genitive (discussed on pp. 168–9 above). Servius on G. 3.53 referred — perhaps in paraphrase — to the view of Modestus:50 tenus pro fine ut Sallustius ‘fine inguinum ingrediuntur mare’. Does pro here imply something more than simple substitution or comparison? Is it what modern

50 He may have been Iulius Modestus, the freedman of Hyginus, who lived under Tiberius; see RE x.1.680–1.
grammars mean by ‘analogy’? Hofmann–Szantyr (1965: 268) (following the more hesitant Wackernagel (1928: ii.164)) say that the genitive with tenus ‘folgt dem von fini’. This is a matter for further investigation, but my belief is that the Romans lacked the concept altogether. How they explained analogical practice in their own language (for it surely occurred, as we have seen) is a mystery. But if a grammarian or rhetorician, whose business it was to account for the language of the poets and historians, could not expound a principle of grammatical analogy similar to ours, then it is not too much to assume that the poets who generated the syntax were no more likely to think in our terms of what they were doing. Certainly, once the explanation provided by figura Graeca was available, it will have sufficed all who needed to explain or justify poetic practice, including the poets themselves.

It is time to draw the threads together and offer a conclusion. The modern approach to grecism is largely historical and grammatical. We appeal to linguistic processes founded on analogy, without establishing how they might operate between the syntaxes of different languages. In effect we also diminish the deliberately artistic effect sought by poets in their use of language. When we turn to antiquity we find a rhetorical description, Graeca figura, which falls within the grammatical category (according to Quintilian). figura indicates that we are dealing with a departure from the norm of the spoken and written language, one which serves above all as an ornament of style. The usages grouped under this head are comprehensive, the syntax of nouns, verbs and adjectives being all ranged together under it. Graeca too pulls its weight and provides an aetiology of the figure; it draws attention, as our grammatical terminology rarely does, to the origin of the ornament, imitation of the Greek. This hints at a satisfactory account of how poets actually work, for it suggests something conscious, which our appeal to analogy or to the partial grecism does not. Latin poets knew and admired the Greek language and literature; some may even have believed with Varro that Latin was a dialect of Greek and that in borrowing from the older language they were recovering their birthright. But even without endorsing that extreme position, it is demonstrable that the Roman poet, bred in the tradition of imitatio, kept his eye on Greek for his themes and literary forms; the use of his native language was also influenced by the admired literary culture of Greece. The Romans themselves did not refine upon their understanding of syntactical imitation and look for analogies closer to home. The Graeca figura always remained an exotic, so much so that sometimes it was removed by normalization from the text. I would not urge that we reformulate or abandon all that
has been said in accounting for aberrant syntax in the poets. But we ought to resensitize ourselves to the artistry that lies behind the use of grecism. Our grammatical categories somewhat deaden our response; they suggest gradual, even unconscious development, rather than deliberate poetic invention. Analogy cannot account for a poet’s mastering of his medium. We need to bear constantly in mind the sense the ancient readers had about those aspects of poetic manipulation of the language which produced a sort of ‘Sondersprach’. Grecism was an important element in the process.

Modern analyses fall short in their failure to draw sustained attention to the doctrine of antiquity on grecism. The doctrine is after all Roman in origin and it ought to be our first business to understand what Romans thought constituted the phenomenon. The modern philologist may well decide that the Roman approach is incomplete or even deeply flawed. We might compare the Romans’ understanding of etymology. Their bogus etymologies cannot compare with the altogether more securely founded knowledge of the modern day. But, however faulty the etymologies of antiquity may prove to be, it is undeniable that many ancient poets believed them to be true, and indulged themselves in word play founded upon the erroneous doctrine. For example, the second-century BC writer of the epitaph with the famous word-play in its second line, *hic est sepulcrum hau pulcrum pulcrai feminae* (ILS 8403, CIL i.1211, vi.15346 add. p. 3517, CE 52), probably did not know that the ‘se’ of *sepulcrum* was not a prefix, nor that it could not be derived from the long vowel in *sed*, used in compounds like *segrego, secerno*, etc. But if we insist on the true etymology, we will never appreciate his punning *figura etymolgica*. Nor will we grasp why Cicero styled the hare, *lepus*, at *Arat.* 121 *leuipes*, unless we know the (false) etymology. Appreciation of the sometimes misconceived learning of antiquity, and its application to poetic composition does not necessarily entail the overthrow or rejection of what modern research has achieved. We must face the fact that what we know (or believe) was not available to the Roman poet or to his readers. What they thought was true (however false it appears to us) has its own historical validity. We need to bifocalize our knowledge, and create within ourselves a dual sensibility in order to appreciate some aspects of ancient poetry.

---

51 See Colson on Quint. *Inst.* 1.6.33.
APPENDIX I

In this appendix are collected together the remaining references in the scholiasts to grecism.

(i) A. 1.41 Aiacis Oilei. Servius feels this is a grecism (<II. 2.527>, II. 2.527), but it seems to be common: K–S i.414.

(ii) A. 1.669 nota tibi. Servius calls it a Graeca figura and refers to Ter. Eun. 288, where Donatus, after observing mira pro mirum, repays the compliment by referring to Virgil. See Austin ad loc. and Löfstedt (1942: 63ff.); it is not noticed by Lohmann (1915) or Görler (1985: 270).

(iii) A. 3.594 cetera Graius. Servius: sane . . . Graeca locutio est, a view approved by Wölfflin (1885: 90; he notes on 93 that this is the first time it is used with a noun). The usage is not uncommon, and appears first in Sallust, then the historians; see Williams ad loc. and Austin on A. 4.558.

(iv) A. 4.35, 10.67 esto. Servius regards it as a grecism when used as an ‘adverbium concedentis’.


(vi) On iuro Servius holds two views: the simple accusative at A. 6.351 maria aspera iuro (cf. 6.324) he regarded as a Graeca figura in his note on 1.67, but as an archaism in his note to A. 12.197. (Cf. his note on A. 8.127 cui . . . precari discussed on pp. 166–7 above.) The latter account is plausible, see K–S i.264, and ii.633.

(vii) A. 8.676 cernere erat. Servius specifies Graeca figura; Görler (1985: 271) is aware of the view of Servius, but denies that the usage is primarily a grecism; Wölfflin (1885: 135–6), however, agrees with the ancient view. Cf. Lohmann (1915: 83), K–S i. 669d, Hofmann–Szantyr (1965: 349), OLD 9. This is another instance of a calque generating a new construction, cf. amare = φιλείν in Sallust (p. 161 above).

(viii) A. 11.416 fortunatusque laborum. Servius: sicut {11.73 laeta laborum} et est Graecum. The use is picked up by St. Th. 1.638.

APPENDIX II

In this appendix are brought together some observations of Servius’ which seem to be contradictory or mistaken or confused, but none the less illustrate a readiness to see a poetic usage as an imitation of the Greek.

(i) Servius says on A. 2.247 non umquam that a double negative such as is found at Ter. Hau. 63 is employed Graeco more. He does not call it a figura. It appears, however, to be native to both tongues (K–S i.827–8, Roby §2246).
(ii) On A. 3.501 Servius tries to justify the reading *Hesperia* by taking it closely with *Dardanus* as if it = Ἕσπερος: nam Graece dixit, et est de loco adverbiurn. This destroys the run of the passage entirely and is not to be countenanced. Once again, however, he does not call it a figure; when he uses the adverb *Graece*, he usually means that the poet is borrowing the word directly from the other language.

(iii) On A. 12.680 *furere furorem* Servius says *figura antiqua ut 'seruitutem seruit', 'dolet dolorem'* (that is to say, he regards it as an archaism) but on A. 2.53 *căuae... cauerne* he notices the *figura etymologica* as a *Graeca figura* and compares *uitam uiuere* or *mortem mori* (the latter an unexpectedly biblical phrase, cf. TLL viii.1493.25–32). The etymological figure was perhaps less common in Latin than in Greek, but was hardly borrowed. Servius’ note on A. 12.680 therefore seems to be more judicious and finds support from Quintilian, Inst. 7.3.26. See Lohmann (1915: 25–7), Görler (1985: 276).

(iv) What is DServius explaining on A. 12.568 *ni frenum accipere et uicti parere fatentur: et quidam hunc uersum per figuram Graecam dictum tradunt ὀμωλογοῦσα μέλλειν λαβεῖν?* Is it the meaning of *fateor* ‘consent’ (OLD 3) or the tense of the infinitive (or these combined; see Fordyce on A. 7.433 *parere fatetur*)?
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